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A significant issue facing attorneys and their clients in Utah is the use of unregistered securities
brokers by small businesses and start-up companies to raise investment capital. The unregistered
securities brokers are commonly referred to as "finders," however, other titles exist to describe
these individuals, including, unlicensed broker-dealers, intermediaries, private placement brokers,
merchant bankers, investment bankers, financial public relations advisors and business
consultants.1 Black's Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition, defines a finder as "an intermediary who
contracts to find, introduce and bring together parties to a business opportunity, leaving ultimate
negotiations and consummation of business transactions to the principals." For convenience of
reference throughout this Article, these unregistered securities brokers will be referred to as
"finders." Finders usually charge a transaction fee based on the amount of capital which the finders
are responsible for bringing to the company. This type of compensation is commonly referred to as
a "finders fee" and is usually paid in either securities or in cash (or a combination of both) as a
percentage of the money raised (generally around 5-10%).
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However defined, or by whatever name used, the use of a finder and the payment of a finders fee
in Utah (subject to very narrow exceptions) is illegal and will likely cause a company, its officers,
directors and agents to be subject to criminal sanctions and civil liability (on a personal and
company level). Despite the illegal nature of using a finder in capital raising transactions, the
American Bar Association (the "ABA") has recognized that in numerous instances, finders can
provide beneficial services in raising capital for small businesses and start-up companies that is
often not available from traditional lending sources or licensed broker dealers.2 On June 30, 2005,
the ABA released a report titled "Reports and Recommendations of the Task Force on Private
Placement Broker-Dealers" (the "ABA Report"), in which the ABA task force made a series of
recommendations that seek to provide a uniform means by which individuals could more easily be
licensed to act as finders. Such recommendations, however, will likely take years to implement due
to the reviews and compromises required among many parties, including the National Association
of Securities Dealers ("NASD"), the U. S. Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), the North
American Securities Administrators Association ("NASAA"), state regulators and others. This article
discusses the current law and regulations facing finders as well as the ABA Report and
recommendations for providing a reasonable solution to the current capital raising regulatory
quandary facing small businesses and start-up companies.
I. SECURITIES BROKER-DEALERS vs. FINDERS
There is an important legal distinction between securities broker-dealers and finders. "Securities
brokers are required to register with the SEC pursuant to Section 15 of the Securities and
Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C. 78(a)(4)), which broadly defines any person engaged in the
business of effecting transactions in securities for the account of others to be within the scope of
the registration mandate."3 The SEC enacted the statute to combat abusive sales tactics and to
protect investors by imposing standards of professional conduct on the securities brokers which are
enforced through disciplinary actions.4 The activity of a securities broker-dealer is monitored by
registered national securities associations and exchanges, in which membership is compulsory for
all registered brokers. Most broker-dealers belong to, and are monitored by, the NASD.
Additionally, registered brokers are governed by the SEC through its enforcement of federal
securities laws, educational requirements and financial responsibility rules. These registration,
compliance and educational requirements are not cheap, and such costs must be passed through
to the consumer of a broker-dealer's services. Therefore, many small businesses and start-ups are
often priced out of using valid capital raising services or otherwise not targeted by registered
broker-dealers as clients.
Unlike a registered broker-dealer, a finder is an unregistered intermediary that assists companies
in raising capital. Within certain limits, a finder may operate within applicable legal requirements.
The SEC has recognized that a person who only occasionally makes mere introductions of potential
investors to issuers either for free or under a non-contingent fee arrangement and not more is a
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investors to issuers, either for free or under a non contingent fee arrangement, and not more, is a
finder who does not need to register as a broker. Through the use of No-Action letters, the SEC has
attempted to promote additional standards by which finders may legally operate and, in certain
circumstances, receive a transaction based fee.
In a well-known No-Action letter, the Ottawa Senators Hockey Club retained entertainer Paul Anka
("Anka") to act as a finder for purchasers of limited partnership units issued by the Senators.5
While initially proposing a much broader role, Anka eventually agreed to only furnish the Senators
with the names and telephone numbers of persons in the United States and Canada who he
believed might be interested in purchasing the limited partnership units. Anka additionally agreed
that he would neither personally contact these persons nor make any recommendations to them
regarding investments in the Senators. Anka's proposal letter to the SEC stated that he would be
paid a finders fee equal to 10% of any sales traceable to his efforts. The SEC indicated that it would
not recommend enforcement action if Anka engaged in the proposed activities without registering
as a securities broker-dealer. The following summarizes the important factors considered by the
SEC when issuing the Anka No-Action letter:
¥ Anka only provided names and contact information for prospective purchasers;
¥ The sales of the securities were to be made in compliance with the Securities Act of 1933;
¥ There was a bona fide, pre-existing relationship between Anka and his referrals;
¥ Anka would not advertise, endorse or solicit investors;
¥ Anka would not have personal contact with prospective investors regarding the investment;
¥ Only officers and directors of the Senators would contact the potential investors;
¥ Compensation paid to the Senators' officers and directors would comply with SEC Rule 3a-1,
which governs compensating issuer agents;
¥ Anka would not provide financing for an investor;
¥ Anka would not perform due diligence on the SenatorÕs offering; and
¥ Anka had never been a broker-dealer or registered representative of a broker-dealer.6
While the Utah Division of Securities has stated that it will respect the Anka No-Action letter, it
must be emphasized that the exception to using finders in capital raising transactions offered by
such Letter is extremely narrow. It amounts to basically paying a well-connected person for a list of
names and phone numbers. Rarely do finders act in such a limited capacity or are companies
willing to pay such a high fee for such limited information.
II. CONSEQUENCES OF FINDERS' UNLAWFUL ACTIVITY
Federal and state securities administrators have enacted statutes detailing the consequences of
finders' unlawful activities. Failure to comply with such statutes can result, in among other things:
(1) a company losing its exemption for its securities offering; (2) a company, its officers, directors
and agents being subject to criminal sanctions resulting from violations of applicable securities
laws; and (3) company investors having the right to seek rescission of the applicable offering.7 In
order to avoid the pitfalls of using a finder, it is important to understand the case law, applicable
statutes and consequences of using one.
Federal Statute for Finders and Case Decisions
Section 15(a) of the 1934 Securities Act provides that "it shall be unlawful for any broker or
dealer . . . to make use of mail or any means or instrumentality of interstate commerce to effect
any transaction in, or induce or attempt to induce the purchase or sale of, any security . . . unless
such broker or dealer is registered." As previously discussed, a finder is an unregistered party
attempting to induce others to purchase or sell securities.
In SEC v. Walsh, the SEC sued former Tyco director and the chairman of its compensation
committee for signing a Tyco registration statement that he knew contained a material
misrepresentation regarding the payment of a finders fee. In late 2000, Frank E. Walsh ("Walsh")
recommended that Tyco consider acquiring CIT Group Inc. (ÒCITÓ).8 Subsequently, L. Dennis
Kozlowski ("Kozlowski"), Tyco's former Chief Executive Officer, asked Walsh to set up a meeting
between Kozlowski and CIT's Chief Executive Officer. After that meeting, Kozlowski proposed to pay
Walsh a finders fee for his services if the transaction was completed. When the transaction was
submitted to Tyco's Board ("Tyco Board"), Walsh voted in favor of the transaction but intentionally
did not disclose to the Tyco Board that he would receive a finders fee in connection with the
transaction.
The terms and conditions of the Tyco/CIT merger were set forth in the Agreement and Plan of
Merger dated March 12, 2001 (the "Agreement and Plan of Merger"). The Agreement and Plan of
Merger contained a representation by Tyco that, other than Tyco's investment bankers for the
transaction, no other investment banking or finders fees were to be paid in connection with the
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transaction. The Agreement and Plan of Merger was incorporated by reference in, and attached to,
a registration statement (the "Tyco Registration Statement") filed by Tyco with the SEC for the
securities that were issued in connection with the contemplated merger. As a director, Walsh
signed the Tyco Registration Statement even though he allegedly knew that the Tyco Registration
Statement contained a material misrepresentation regarding the payment of a finders fee and was
aware that he would obtain a substantial fee if the transaction was completed.
After completion of the transaction Walsh received a finders fee of $20 million. The fee was paid by
Tyco pursuant to the Walsh/ Kozlowski agreement. Additionally, the fee was disbursed without the
knowledge of CIT's or Tyco's shareholders. Under the Agreement and Plan of Merger, the payment
to Walsh was not permissible.
After investigation by the SEC, Walsh, without admitting or denying the allegations, consented to
the entry of a final judgment permanently enjoining him from violations of the federal securities
laws (Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934 (the "Exchange Act") and Exchange Act Rule 10b-5). Consequently, Walsh was
permanently barred from acting as an officer or director of a publicly held company, and ordered to
pay restitution of $20 million.
Utah Rules and Penalties Concerning Finders
Issuers, due to a failure to plan in advance, often find themselves in a position of attempting to fit
their offerings into the Anka No-Action letter exception after the fact. The Utah Division of
Securities (the "Division") actively reviews Form Ds filed, and aggressively pursues instances where
the issuer has indicated that it paid a sales commission or finders fee.9 Unless any such issuer used
a licensed broker-dealer, it will need to demonstrate that it adhered to the procedures permitted by
Anka (or used a licensed Issuer-Agent (discussed below)), otherwise such issuer, its officers,
directors and agents will likely face significant consequences.
Described below are a number of the applicable sections of the Utah Code (the "Utah Act") that set
forth certain of the consequences for using a finder in Utah.
Section 61-1-3(1) of the Utah Act provides that "[i]t is unlawful for any person to transact business
in this state as a broker-dealer or agent unless the person is licensed under the Utah Act." Section
61-1-3(2) then goes on to provide that "[i]t is unlawful for any broker-dealer or issuer to employ or
engage an agent unless the agent is licensed." The term "agent" is broadly defined as "any
individual other than a broker-dealer who represents a broker-dealer or issuer in effecting or
attempting to effect purchases or sales of securities."10
Section 61-1-11(11) of the Utah Act requires that if an issuer wishes to use an agent, employee or
other person to effect or attempt to effect a securities transaction, such person must either (i) be
licensed and associated with a licensed broker-dealers or (ii) be an officer or director of the issuer;
provided, that, with respect to clause (ii), such person also (A) does not receive any commission or
other remuneration; and (B) is licensed (generally as an issuer agent). While Section 61-1-11
generally applies only to registrations by qualification, coordination or notification, an aggressive
view of Section 61-1-11(11), in and of itself, could be read to include any securities issuances.
Section 61-1-22(1)(a) of the Utah Act provides that "[a] person who offers or sells a security in
violation of Subsection 61-1-311 . . . is liable to the person selling the security to or buying the
security from him, who may sue either at law or in equity to recover the consideration paid for the
security, together with interest at 12% per year from the date of payments, costs, and reasonable
attorney's fees."
Section 61-1-22(4)(a) of the Utah Act adds that "[e]very person who directly or indirectly controls
a seller or buyer liable under Subsection [61-1-22(a)], every partner, officer, or director of such a
seller or buyer, every person occupying a similar status or performing similar function, every
employer of such a seller or buyer who materially aids in the sale or purchase, and every brokerdealer or agent who materially aids in the sale are also liable jointly and severally with and to the
same extent as the seller or purchaser, unless the nonseller or nonpurchaser who is liable sustains
the burden of proof that he did not know, and in exercise of reasonable care could not have known,
of the existence of the facts by reason of which the liability is alleged to exist."
Violations of the securities laws in Utah will not only subject the issuer, its officers, directors and
agents to rescission claims (e.g., return of investment, plus 12% annual return from time of
investment, plus attorneys fees) described above, but also criminal sanctions, including: (1) cease
and desist proceedings; (2) fines; (3) disgorgement of any fees or other profits; (4) injunction
orders; and (5) the potential conviction of a third degree felony (punishable by up to two years in
jail).12 The investigative proceedings and orders by any federal or state regulatory authority will
also be a reportable event for any person who is a broker-dealer, investment advisor or other
NASD registered individual.
Limited Exceptions Under Utah Law
Certain limited finding activities may be conducted under applicable law. The limited involvement
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described in the Anka No-Action letter is followed in Utah. As previously mentioned, however, few
individuals can qualify for such an exemption and still effectively assist a company in obtaining
financing. Additionally, Utah permits a licensed "Issuer-Agent" to represent a company in the
issuance of securities. Such an Issuer-Agent, however, must first be registered and licensed with
the State of Utah. The applicant must (1) file a NASD Form U-4; (2) provide proof that such
applicant has passed the Series 63 or Series 66 examination; (3) pay a fee of $50; and (4) in
certain circumstances post a surety bond.13 A registered Issuer-Agent, however, may not be
involved in more than one offering in any twelve-month period.14 An individual who wishes to
represent more than one company in any given twelve-month period must register as a licensed
broker-dealer to do so. The ABA Report described below, argues that between an Issuer-Agent only
being permitted to represent one company in a twelve-month period and the formal procedures of
registering as a broker-dealer, there should be a middle ground (e.g., private placement brokerdealers subject to limited registration requirements that are permitted to engage in certain finding
activities for a greater number of companies). The ABA Report refers to these licensed finders as
"Private Placement Broker-Dealers."
III. ABA Recommendations
Registration Requirements for Finders
On June 30, 2005, the Task Force on Private Placement Broker-Dealers (the "Task Force") released
the previously described ABA Report.15 The ABA Report discusses the problems that are associated
with using a finder at both the state and federal level and makes recommendations for permitting
expanded finders activities. The objectives of the ABA Report were:
¥ To present a comprehensive survey of the relevant issues relating to this vast gray market of
securities brokerage; and
¥ To propose a solution that the Task Force believes will provide a reduced, but appropriate, level
of regulation in the M&A and private placement arenas.
The ABA Report additionally set forth four critical goals for the proposed solution:
¥ To modify the amount and scope of the regulations that will apply such that they would be in
proper balance with the scope of activities to those being regulated;
¥ To make possible and encourage the effective licensing of those finders who do adhere to honest
and ethical business practices;
¥ To diminish the number of unlawful securities brokers to a level that will make effective
enforcement actions more feasible; and
¥ To provide issuers and finders a means of distinguishing the good from the bad.
The ABA through the Task Force recommends that the SEC, NASD and state administrators work
toward creating a simplified system for finders to be licensed. The system the ABA Report is
proposing will permit finders to engage in activities similar to those of securities broker-dealers
with a few limitations. The Task Force's new recommended limitations for finders include:16
¥ No participation in public offerings registered pursuant to the Securities Act of 1933, but with the
ability to receive referral fees for introducing such offerings to full service broker-dealers.
¥ No statutory disqualification of the firms or its principals.
¥ Offerings by finders could be made only to accredited investors and other "qualified purchasers"
when the SEC defines such term. Issuers, however, could separately offer to any investors qualified
by the type of exemption.
¥ The finders may not handle or take possession of funds or securities.
¥ All offerings would be done on a best effort basis.
¥ All funds from offerings will be placed in escrow in an unaffiliated financial institution and in
accordance with escrow requirements in SEC Rule 15c2-4.
¥ The finders may not engage in secondary market or trade activity, including assisting with
maintenance of "desk drawer" markets at the issuer or the broker-dealer.
¥ Finders shall have successfully completed simplified NASD examinations appropriate to the scope
of activities of the finders.
Statement of Activity and Examination Requirements
The Task Force recommends that a finder be required to file an annual statement of activity with
the NASD and applicable states. The annual statements will summarize the transactions the finder
has participated during the past calendar year and provide sufficient statistical information for
regulators to analyze the effects of the finders program or conduct appropriate inspection.
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The Task Force is proposing an examination requirement similar to that of the securities brokerdealers. Currently, examinations are not required for finders since the scope of their coverage does
not exceed the knowledge required to perform obligations that the ABA anticipated for securities
brokers. The Task Force recommends the securities regulators "develop new targeted examination
for registered representatives and principals, such as finders, testing only relevant topics of their
duties."17
Create an Environment Where Applicants Want to Register
An obvious concern for those finders who have engaged in transactions without registration in the
past is that regulators, particularly state administrators, will require disclosure of past activities in
their states. The Task Force recommends that states establish a period procedure under which prior
activities would not require disclosure. If an applicant faces virtual certainty of a state regulatory
proceeding and a demand for rescission, there is little incentive for compliance. The Task Force is
urging the NASAA to promote among its members a system of encouraging, rather than
discouraging, appropriate registration. Many states require letters from an applicant for securities
registration stating that the entity has not engaged in securities transactions in the state in the
past (often without a time limit). These letters have the effect of terrorizing the applicant who
wants to come forward and become compliant. The Task Force is recommending a one-year hiatus
in the use of such letters to permit individuals or firms to come to compliance.
CONCLUSION
Small businesses and start-up companies in need of investment capital are often in a "catch 22"18
when it comes to raising funds. Without additional capital, such companies may not survive, but if
they raise capital through the use of a finder, they will likely be violating the law which, in turn,
may lead to their demise. Such companies, additionally, are often not large enough to draw from
traditional sources of capital or do not otherwise have contacts with available investment capital.
Often, through no knowing violation of the law, these companies end up using finders to obtain
desperately needed capital. The ABA acknowledges the difficult position small businesses and startups are in when it comes to raising capital. The ABA, through the Task Force, has recommended
that by permitting individuals to be licensed simply as finders, smaller businesses and start-up
companies would likely have additional access to legitimate investment capital not currently
available. The licensing requirements, while less stringent than that of a broker-dealer, would
provide protections and regulatory oversight not currently imposed on finders operating on and
beyond the grey line of legality.
Until the SEC, state administrators and NASD resolve their concerns and issues regarding the
licensing on finders recommended by the Task Force, Utah companies and attorneys would do well
to steer clear of their unauthorized use. While some states, such as Michigan, have chosen to
license finders ahead of final federal rules, little can effectively be done at the state level until
federal securities laws and regulations expand activities permitted by finders. Practitioners who
believe a limited exemption and registration for finders would be a beneficial addition to the current
securities regulatory environment are encouraged to work with their legislators and regulators to
push such recommendations through to adoption.
The authors would like to thank Benjamin N. Johnson, Director of Corporate Finance, and George A.
Robinson, Director of Licensing & Compliance, with the Utah Division of Securities for their review
and comments on this article.
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1-10(4) or 61-1-11(7), or offers, sells, or purchases a security in violation of Subsection 61-1-1
(2) ..." subjects the issuer and certain affiliated parties to rescission liability. Note, however, that a
violation of Utah Code Ann. ¤ 61-1-11 (11) referenced in the prior paragraph is not included in the
litany of violations that provides grounds for a rescission offer.
12. See Utah Code Ann. ¤ 61-2-17 (2005).
13. See Utah Regulations R164-4-1(E)(4).
14. See Utah Regulations R164-4-1(E)(4)(A).
15. See ABA Report and Recommendations.
16. Id.
17. See id. at 4.
18. The phrase "Catch 22" comes from Joseph Heller's novel of the same name. The paradox that
trapped members of the US military: Anyone who applied to get out of military service on the
grounds of insanity was behaving rationally and thus couldn't be insane.
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On Finder sidebar an iOS device appeared to be syncing, but the iOS device itself shown no syncing icon on top. Hover the cursor on
the syncing icon below shows a cross to cancel, but clicking it make no different.Â The problem occurred again last night. During the
week, I finally figured out how to have Catalina show all my devices under "Locations" in "Finder".Â Apple may provide or recommend
responses as a possible solution based on the information provided; every potential issue may involve several factors not detailed in the
conversations captured in an electronic forum and Apple can therefore provide no guarantee as to the efficacy of any proposed solutions
on the community forums. I found that it was due to problems with Finder. I tried removing the finder.plist file and restarted. It worked
fine but when I shutdown the system and power on next day, the above issue comes back. rm
~/Library/Preferences/com.apple.finder.plist. Is there a permanent fix for this issue? I don't know when there will be a security update for
my MacBook model and my work can't wait for it.Â A quick and temporary solution, not necessarily a good fix. This will run the
command you supplied in your question every ten minutes: Run crontab -e in the terminal and type. */10 * * * * rm
~/Library/Preferences/com.apple.finder.plist. After exiting the editor the crontab should automatically install and you're set!Â Later
MacOS got updated and get rid of the problem. Thank you for Your support. Share. Thereâ€™s only one problemâ€¦. This was BLM
land. Bordering a National Park. Having just returned from the site, I can tell you the area is some of the most beautiful I have seen in
Utah. The most amazing thing about the Utah Monolith is NOT the monolith, it is the drive in. Just simply spectacular landscapes. And
before now, largely unvisited. So why is this a problem? Because the perpetrators â€” and I do believe that is the correct term! â€” used
cement saws to drill the base of the monolith into the rock at the installation. They used cement or glue to secure the base into the rock.
In effect â€” no, not in effect, in actuality â€” they have torn up, vandalized, and defaced our national lands. Before you start calling me a
Karen, hear me out. An optimal solution to a linear programming problem can be found at an extreme point of the feasible region for the
problem. True. To solve a linear programming problem with thousands of variables and constraints. a personal computer can be used. A
negative dual price for a constraint in a minimization problem means. as the right-hand side increases, the objective function value will
increase.Â A negative dual price indicates that increasing the right-hand side of the associated constraint would be detrimental to the
objective. True. In order to tell the impact of a change in a constraint coefficient, the change must be made and then the model resolved.
True. Decreasing the objective function coefficient of a variable to its lower limit will create a revised problem that is unbounded. False.

